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ike most of grime’s fi rst battalion, Kane 
Robinson (aka Kano) had his initial rhyme 
practice on pirate radio. As a teenager, 

he would ‘spit bars’ alongside fellow N.A.S.T.Y 
Crew members (which then also included 
Jammer and D Double E) on the station Deja 
Vu. There are many parallels with the grime 
scene that spawned Kano and early US rap: 
both scenes began crew or group orientated 
and both are rooted in club music. The US 
rapper that Kano shares most in common 
with, is LL Cool J (even though Kano 
was born the year LL signed to Def Jam 
- 1985): Both made their fi rst records 
around the same age (15/16) and share 
a sensitive ‘ladies’ side with an ability to 
vocally slice through the hardest beats like 
a hot knife through butter. 

Kano was still a member of East 
London’s N.A.S.TY Crew when 
he recorded ‘Boys Love Girls’ 
with producer, Jammer. It 
was his debut single and 
by the time of its follow-up 
‘Ps & Qs, he would be on 
major-indie label, 679 (home 
also to The Streets). His debut 
album,’ Home Sweet Home’, 
won him a MOBO award and 
he was just nominated for a 
BRIT award for Best British Urban 
Act (he actually predicted that he 
would be nominated on his third 
single, ‘Typical Me’). His new release 
‘Brown Eyes’/’Signs In Life’ show off 
both sides of Kano’s mic skills: the ladies 
man on ‘Brown Eyes’ and the hard social 
commentator on ‘Signs…We caught up 
with him in between during a busy day 
of interviews, to talk about the last crazy 
two years; where he has gone from being 
a relative unknown, to being recognised by 
London Mayor, Ken Livingstone, as one of 
London’s heroes.

When you fi rst began rhyming was it to 
drum & bass, as was the case with Wiley 
and D Double E?

I used to listen to drum & bass. I used to listen to 
Wiley – he was like my favourite MC and he used 
to MC to jungle and that but when I started going 
on the radio stations, it was already [all] garage. 

The fi rst tunes I used to spit to, were like ‘Hype 
Funk’ [Neutrino] and [Dem 2’s] ‘Destiny’ 
- they’re garage tunes. The music started 
changing to what’s like, called grime now, 
when Sticky came through with his basslines. 
I think a lot of people got their style from Sticky. 
I won’t say he’s the creator but he changed the 
style, in my eyes anyway. So Solid beats also, like 
‘Paper Money’ and then some Wiley ones as well.

How big an infl uence was US rap?

It was something we all listened to. Everyone 

listened to hip hop. It’s been around longer than 
the music we make. I think it is a big infl uence, 
not so much in the sound of the music but in 
the vocals. Before [grime rappers] garage MCs 
weren’t really rapping or spitting verses; they were 
just hyping up the crowd with whistle noises and 
singing their little jingles. When we came, we were 
like, spitting verses, like hip hop rappers would do. 
That’s where I think the infl uence is.

You are different from most grime MCs 
in that you speak about wider social 
issues. Being that so many grime 

MCs grew up during the time of [black 
teenagers] Stephen Lawrence and 
Damiola Taylor’s murders, why don’t 
more rhyme about bigger issues than 
where they live etc? 

I don’t know man. That’s why I try and 
talk about other subject matters and try 
and branch out a bit. That’s why I make 
songs like ‘How We’re Living’ and ‘Signs 
In Life’. I think MCs do [talk about bigger 
issues] but you just might not hear them. 
Someone’s got a lyric about Stephen 

Lawrence: it’s an old lyric: “Stephen 
Lawrence will be missed, the boy dem 
took the bloody p*ss” – that was by 
Forcer. Yeah, sometimes I feel like 

we should be talking about…not just 
stuff what’s going on in the news but 

other stuff that’s going on in your life. Not 
everyone lives the street-life 24 hours and 

is in their area 24 hours a day. That’s 
why I like rappers like Klashnekoff, 
who speak about stuff.

In terms of selling yourself to 
the U.S, would you say you’re 

still representing hip hop or 
something more uniquely British?

I kind of see myself as something UK, 
obviously I haven’t conquered anywhere yet, 

not even UK (laughs). So talking about the 
States, it’s not something I think about, going 

over there. It’s just all UK for me at the moment. 
I see myself as a UK artist that’s doing ‘our thing’. 

We’re infl uenced by other things but we’re doing 
‘our thing’. I think for a long time [UK] hip hop 
artists were just emulating what was going on in 
the US too much and it wasn’t fresh and it wasn’t 
unique and that’s why no one was really interested 
in it, well not as many people. So, I’m just doing a 
UK thing really.

How much do grime producers inspire you 
to make rhymes? 

They’re defi nitely a big inspiration and just, the 
energy! When I listen to all the other people’s 
tunes out there – it just gives off a positive 
energy, how I react to it. I might just wanna get 
in the studio straight away or when we’re doing 
our [live] shows, we play other producers beats; 
instrumentals to other people’s songs. I’d say 
that’s our biggest infl uence. When people ask, 
‘what’s your biggest infl uence?’, it’s the other MCs 
around me and other producers as well, that make 
the scene happen.

Which producers do you rate at the 
moment?

I like Mikey J, he’s my favourite producer. 
He made ‘Mic Check’ and other songs on 
my album. DaVinChe: I work with him a lot. 
Low Deep – he’s another one who’s fi ring at 
the moment. I like a lot of Ruff Squad beats 
as well.
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Have you thought about which producers 
you’ll be working with for the next album?

I’ve been working with Mikey [J] and I’m gonna 
link up with DaVinChe. I don’t know who else yet.

Your success has come about very 
quickly but on your single ‘Typical Me’ 
you predicted successfully that you’d be 
nominated for a BRIT award. Did you  
have a game-plan and expect all of this  
to happen?

There wasn’t ever a plan. Not for me, maybe for 
the label. I’m not even one of those kids who 
says: “I wanna be this or I wanna be that”…It was 
something I was enjoying and just pursued. I was 
just doing it as a hobby and then it got a bit more 
serious. I made ‘Typical Me’ after I got my deal. I 
don’t know why I used that [BRIT] lyric but it wasn’t 
until I got nominated and someone reminded me 
“you got nominated, now you’ve got to get kicked 
out” [which it says on the track] but it wasn’t 
something I planned. I didn’t reckon I’d be at the 
MOBOs or win a MOBO - it was nothing planned, 
it just happened. It has happened quickly, although 
I’ve been around on the underground for years and 
been doing it since I was about 15 – that’s five 
years - I’m 20 now. But it’s only been the last year 
that kicked it off big for me. I used to travel doing a 
lot of raves and now I travel doing a lot of concerts. 
It’s a bit weird and I didn’t really expect it. 

What do the awards and Ken Livingstone 
calling you a hero of London mean to you?

I never heard him say it, I heard about it – it don’t 
mean sh*t to me (laughs). 

For you then, what are your goals and what 
would you like to achieve?

Obviously, I just enjoy making music. That’s what 
I want to keep doing. I want to play at Wembley 
though. Like my own thing. That’s the only thing 
that I ever wanted to do, is play at Wembley. 

One criticism that people may level at you, is why 
you release singles like ‘Nite Nite’ and ‘Brown 
Eyes’, that are a lot ‘softer’ compared to grime. 
It really reminds me of when LL Cool J got a lot 
of flak for making (the love song) ‘I Need Love’ 
after all the really hard stuff he was known for, like 
‘Rock the Bells’.

Yeah, they’d say all that but he’d still beat them in 
a battle and he’s one of the biggest rappers and 
still got the credibility and respect. I think its people 
that just started to know about me... They’ll be 
like, “whoa, that’s different to ‘Ps & Qs’, I thought 
you were supposed to be street and blah, blah, 
blah…’ But they don’t really understand that I’ve 
been making these types of songs for a long time. 
It’s nothing new to me: the first song I made [was] 
‘Boys Love Girls’ and then [DaVinChe tracks] ‘So 
Sure’ and ‘Leave Me Alone’ - I jumped on bare 
ladies songs. People might have thought I was 
going to put [the softer] songs out earlier. They 
would be like, “Rah! You came out with ‘Ps & Qs’ 
and ‘Typical Me’, I thought you would put out a 
ladies song like you would’ve done back in day”. 
So, it’s people that don’t understand who [criticise] 
but it’s nothing new.

On ‘People Don’t Dance No More’ it sounds 
like you really miss the old school garage 
raves. Would you like things to go back 
that way?

Yeah, yeah. I rave to funky-house now, that’s like 
my new old-school garage, the vibe is like it was 
back in the day, and I like that. It’s the way people 
just enjoy themselves; they dance for one! And 

there are girls and they enjoy it. I think [now] it’s 
just the younger kids that obviously didn’t start 
listening to garage, the first time they heard Wiley, 
was on grime. So when they’re in a rave, it’s 
normal to them that everyone stands up and has 
got their hoodies on and don’t dance with girls or 
do nothing (laughs). That’s normal for them but for 
me, when I was performing at those [grime] raves, 
I was like “How come you people aren’t dancing”? 
I dance when I go out. So, yeah man, I think that’s 
what this whole [grime] thing’s missing.

Do you think there’s still a UK Garage scene 
to speak of? 

Nothing interesting is really happening. I don’t 
know a new song in the garage scene. I just like 
all the old songs. And there’s loads of old-school 
raves, there’s nothing new happening. I think it’s 
kind of fallen off, man. The [grime] scene is the 
new and interesting thing and what everbody’s 
talking about on the internet and whatever. And 
the garage scene, I think it just remains old school. 
I don’t know if there’s much of a future for new-
school garage.

Well there’s talk now about R&G - Rhythm 
& Grime which is like a return to classic 
garage. Do all these new terms get on your 
nerves, isn’t it just garage?

It don’t - they can call it whatever, just don’t call 
me a rhythm & grime artist (laughs)! DaVinChe 
does a lot of stuff like that with Katie Pearl: she 
sings on, like, grime. I would like to hear a lot more 
stuff like that.

DaVinChe collaborated with a full 
orchestra recently (on 1Xtra’s Urban 
Classic project). Is that a good way for 
grime to go or is it taking grime further 
away from its garage roots?

I think it’s alright if that’s how he wants to do 
things. DaVinChe, for a long while, when I used 
to speak to him, he was, not like, holding himself 
back, but he wanted to experiment and branch 
out and try and do other things. And try to push 
not just the music but his values and his style of 
music. People just want him to make a ‘grime 
beat’ – 16 bar switch, whatever – he’s got more 
to offer than that. He plays a piano, so does that 
mean he can’t play piano on a beat because it’s 
not grimey? I don’t think people should really see 
it like that because he just wants to grow as a 
producer. 

It’s like hip hop, it’s changing. You see people like 
Jay-Z or Kanye West, playing with a band behind 
them or an orchestra with strings, whatever. And I 
think it’s just progression.

Do you have that problem yourself; where 
you might want to talk about a certain 
thing on your records but grime dictates 
that you shouldn’t?

Yeah, [certain] people just want to hear what they 
know you for and not let you grow. But the people 
that are your real fans and that buy your music 
and come to your shows, it’s not a problem for 
them – they want to see you grow. They like you 
and what do you wanna do? They want to listen to 
it. It’s other people - who I don’t really care about 
- they think it’s OK to say “it shouldn’t be this 
or it shouldn’t be that” but they’re not your fans 
anyway, who gives a sh*t about them? It’s about 
what [I] wanna do.

Who would you say those people are - the 
magazine writers? 

Yeah, sometimes magazine writers. I haven’t found 
myself in the situation yet but the label could want 
[me] to make the same album as the first one 
- I might wanna move on. It hasn’t happened yet 
but that could happen. Other people in the scene 
might say, “what’s DaVinChe doing this for?” but 
it’s got nothing to do with them.

One major thing that separates grime from 
the early rap scene is that it doesn’t have 
the labels like Def Jam and Tommy Boy 
that exist solely for the purpose of hip hop 
artists. They were also there from – more 
or less - the beginning. Do you think the 
grime scene suffers because it doesn’t 
have those kinds of labels?

Maybe it can go that way. Lethal Bizzle’s got his 
own label now, Lethal Bizzle records; Dizzee’s done 
Dirtee Stank and signed D Double, so maybe that’s 
the way people are trying to go. When the time is 
right, I’d like to have a label and sign artists.  
And maybe we’re in a better position than they 
were when they started up their labels: we’ve  
had albums out and our profiles are quite big.  
I think that we’re, kind of, catching on. I think [hip 
hop labels] were more upfront, more business 
minded; they knew what the plan was. We didn’t 
know, we were just doing it. That’s why a lot of 
people made mistakes but we’ve learned from all 
of that - people getting single deals and having 
albums that never came out and getting dropped, 
like Heartless Crew and More Fire. I think we’re 
becoming a lot more business minded now and do 
a lot independently as well. 

MCs Ghetto and Demon feature on your 
album and live shows. Have they got 
releases planned and will you be involved 
in them?

Yeah man, definitely. They’ve just finished their 
mixtape and they’re putting that out soon, so that’s 
what they’ve been concentrating on. Obviously we 
perform together and all of that. They’re working on 
their albums as well, so obviously I’ll be a part of 
that. We’re friends anyway, so we just work together.

Despite Kano being a toddler during hip hop’s 
old school era he embodies the spirit of early 
‘golden-age’ rappers like Big Daddy Kane and 
MC Tee from Mantronix. Like them, he has the 
skill and ability to get ‘screw-faces’ nodding 
their heads in their hoodies, whilst also 
making the ladies swoon. It’s not just because 
of his good looks either as Jay-Z who noted 
him as ‘mad gifted’ will verify. Kano might not 
care that Ken Livingstone thinks he’s a London 
hero, but he truly is. n Tony Wilson

www.ka-no.com
www.myspace.com/kano679
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(7 Tracks that Kano rhymed to during  
his pirate days)

1. SUNSHIP: ‘Try Me Out’ [Filter]

2. STICKY: ‘Pacman’ [Social Circles]

3. SO SOLID CREW: ‘Oh! No {Dilemma}’ 
[Paper Money Recordings]

4. MASTERSTEPZ: ‘Melody’ [Masterstepz] 

5. REACH AND SPIN: ‘Hyper! (Hype The 
Funk)’ [Go! Beat]

6. WILEY: ‘Eskimo’ [Eski Boy]

7. WOOKIE: ‘Storm’ [Soul2Soul]
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